Held Tonawanda Coke accountable for decades of disregard to community health and the environment. After the company shut down in 2018, we began organizing for the cleanup of the plant paid for by the company.

After the retirement of the NRG Huntley coal plant, we helped lead the creation of an economic development plan for the town to recoup lost tax revenue, and we continue to organize for the cleanup of the plant and its reimagining as a community resource.

The Eastside American Axle site is ground zero for contamination, with hazardous oil, grease and PCB toxins that have leached into the sewer system. In 2015, we joined forces with residents to organize to stop the toxic runoff and remediate legacy waste.

Organized with residents to stop Battaglia Demolition, a concrete crushing facility without proper permits, from polluting the Seneca Babcock neighborhood. After the company was forced to close, members continue to organize for adequate recourse to reimagine a healthy and vibrant environment and community.

We need a renewable energy economy that provides generational sustaining careers that are just and equitable. That’s why we’re organizing with former Tesla workers to hold the corporation accountable for a workplace culture of sexual harassment and racism.